
Abstract 
With the ability to deliver timely, relevant programming via over-the-top (OTT) services, broadcasters can boost not only their rev-
enues, but also brand recognition and loyalty. Although quality programming is essential, today’s highly competitive marketplace 
makes it equally or more important that broadcasters can generate OTT content quickly and efficiently. This paper will examine 
technology that enables and streamlines this content-repurposing workflow for live programing, making it easy, quick, and eco-
nomical to create content for delivery to social and digital media platforms, as well as the content management systems and online 
video platforms (CMS/OVP) that support VOD/OTT services. 

The paper will describe an accelerated content repurposing workflow enabled by flexible content recording and metadata cap-
ture (including closed-captioning); intuitive controls for accessing, reviewing, and clipping content; and seamless integration with 
edit and media asset management (MAM) systems. It will explain three different approaches to content creation: a rapid manual 
approach, as well as semi-automated and fully automated approaches that identify and clip the program segments that make up 
a full episode — and even stitch these aggregated clips together in a seamless commercial-free whole that can be pushed to a MAM, 
a transcoding service/product, or a CMS/OVP for distribution via VOD/OTT services.

Introduction
Today’s broadcasters are being pushed to deliver content 
to viewers across an ever-increasing range of devices and 
services. As service providers continue to expand their reach 
(such as Netflix announcing service in 190 countries [1]), and 
as more viewers watch OTT video (1.6 billion viewers world-
wide in 2015 [2]), the demand for on-line content will only 
increase. Content owners must keep up with these trends  
by offering their product to viewers online.     

Broadcasters can benefit from making their con tent avail-
able on major video content portals such as YouTube and 
other on-line platforms in a timely fashion. In a recent study 
by Digitalsmiths [3], thirty-four percent of respondents chose 
to watch a movie or television program based on the  

 
 
amount of buzz that it received on social media. Delivering 
content up to the social media outlets while programming 
is still active has a proven ability to bring viewers back the 
main channel with its high C PM (cost per thousand) advertis-
ing base. With the rise of subscription-based and advertising 
supported portals, broadcasters are also able to derive rev-
enue from offering content for on-demand, Internet based 
viewing. Long form programs, short form clips and snippets 
are all in demand for OTT distribution partners, social media, 
web portals, content aggregators, and other paid and free 
outlets. Organizations that produce live content such as news 
and sports are particularly challenged to gene rate program 
excerpts due to the live nature of their broadcasts.  
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Tools that can work with dynamic timelines can be very ben-
eficial in these environments.    

Preparing and managing content files to meet all of the dif-
ferent format and metadata specifications of various Internet 
publishers can quickly become an enormous burden for 
organizations that are accustomed to simple, linear work-
flows. Each major OTT delivery platform has different content 
and metadata standards coupled with other subtle and not-
so-subtle requirements that can require multiple versions of 
even simple clips.    

Automation promises to streamline workflows for all types 
of content repurposing. Continuous recording of clean and 
dirty versions of the finished program provides the source 
material that can be edited for many different uses. These 
high quality source files can be repurposed through editing 
and packaging to produce segments from any part of the 
broadcast.  
 
OTT Workflow Alternatives
For pre-recorded, episodic content, the responsibility for 
generating clips for OTT distribution can be made part of 
the editing process when programs are assembled prior to 
broadcast. For live news and sports programs, this is not an 
attractive option, particularly when finished content only 
becomes available during the broadcast. The resulting files, 
which contain all of the finished video, audio, graphics, and 
closed-captions, can them be used to create the clips to be 
sent to OTT providers. Several different methods can be 
used to create the clips, depending on the level of technology 
deployed. 

Manual Clip Generation  
Clips for OTT distribution can be prepared manually, where 
a technician or a designated member of the production 
team edits them into appropriate segments. Source files 
can be from the media asset management system or the 
live broadcast capture archive. The prepared clips can then 
be uploaded to the appropriate OTT distributor. Assisted 
manual operation can also be used where the technician 
or editor is provided with a display that shows the avail-
able captured footage of the broadcast output as a series 
of thumbnails that can be easily visually scanned to find the 
desired content. Setting the start and stop points (accurate 
to the exact frame desired) for each clip can be controlled 
using the computer mouse thumbwheel. Metadata entry can 

also be simplified by having preloaded schedule or program 
data, a set of defaults available for each OTT portal that is 
used , and by having data automatically entered for each clip. 
In addition, a simple one-click posting function can also help 
ease the workload of the technician or editor. 1 Tier 1 Storage 
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Figure 1 - Live workflow showing OTT clip generation from recorded 
output signal. 

Semi-Automated  
New technologies are become more capable of handling 
some of drudgery of creating versions of content for multiple 
OTT platforms. One valuable innovation is when captured 
files are matched to as-run logs obtained from automation 
systems or to rundowns from newsroom computer systems. 
Using this data, the complete, finished broadcast video can 
be broken down into logical segments (such as individual 
news stories) before being displayed to the technician. Other 
program description data from the logs can also be auto-
matically populated into the appropriate metadata fields, 
reducing or possibly even eliminated the need to enter this 
information by hand prior to posting. 

Completely Automated  
When accurate as-run or rundown logs are available, with 
exact timing listed for all events, it becomes possible to 
offer a completely automated clip export function. In this 
scenario, as soon as the log files are available, an automated 
export system can go to work, creating the clips with exact 
timings and metadata extracted from the logs. Commercials 
can be identified either by using the as-run/rundown logs 
from the live broadcasts and by searching the stream for 
SCTE 104 and SCTE 35 messages to identify the commercial 
breaks. Long form content, such as an entire news program 



or sports event can be stitched together from the various 
segments and removing commercials in the finished clip. 
New placeholders can be inserted to indicate where targeted 
ads in various tiers can be inserted by downstream distribu-
tors. Templates can be set up to populate particular items of 
metadata into the correct data fields within the clip packages 
that are sent to OTT outlets. Finished clips can be stored in a 
standard media asset management system. Export can take 
place as soon as the log files become available, or the clips 
can be created and held for release until a pre-determined 
time or pending quality review and approval by a technician 
or responsible editor.  
 
Technical Challenges 
VPDs have many responsibilities to their viewers. Some of 
these are mandated by government regulations, and oth-
ers are simply good business sense. By recording output 
stream(s) in real-time, files can be created for use in many 
different analysis tasks. In addition, these files can be stored 
for a period of time to act as a comprehensive log of all out-
put signals, supporting later analysis and verification tasks. 

Stream capture is best performed at a point as close as pos-
sible to the end of the content creation or playout chain. This 
should be where all of the key elements of the signal have  
been created and placed into their proper location within 
the output signal. If at the monitoring point the stream has 
already been compressed it can be recorded directly; if not, 
a hi-quality compression encoder can be used to reduce the 
bandwidth down to a point where the signals can be eco-
nomically stored. The crucial aspect of the capture point is 
that it occurs after all of the major signal processing func-
tions have been completed, so that an accurate portrayal  
of the outbound signal is preserved for analysis. 

Caption Measurement
One of the key challenges of preparing clips for OTT distri-
bution is correctly identifying correct portions of a file for 
making the excerpt. Using human eyeballs to do this job is 
tedious and subject to errors. A better solution is to use data 
already in existence in the form of logs that are created dur-
ing live broadcasts. Automation systems used in sports and 
live entertainment systems produce as- run logs, and modern 
news broadcasts use newsroom computer systems that pro-
duce automated rundowns to coordinate the various stories 

that make up a typical newscast. When combined with the 
recorded broadcast signals, these data files can then be used 
to indicate time-accurate editing points within high-quality 
files that have been captured from the actual broadcast 
output. The result can then be used to support the efforts of 
technicians or editors who prepare the clips, or, if accurate, 
detailed log data is available, completely automated systems 
can be implemented to create and export the clips.  

Another challenge for creating clips is selecting a suitable key 
frame or poster for each clip. This is the static image that is 
displayed on a webpage inside the video window before a 
viewer has decided to play the video. Choosing a compelling 
and easily-recognized image is important to entice viewers to 
watch a specific clip.   

Entering descriptive metadata about a clip can be automated 
in some circumstances if the original source data is rich 
enough. Items such as the clip title can be copied from the 
title of a story in a news rundown. Other data, such as clip 
descriptions, release dates, names of people appearing in the 
clip, and other descriptive information can also be extracted 
from the log files and used to populate the fields required for 
OTT distribution.  

With the common multiscreen experience, delivering clips 
of live programming up to social media within seconds after 
airing can greatly increase the engagement and loyalty of 
the audience. Solutions need to enable technicians to make 
editing and delivery selections on content seconds after 
broadcast. In a sporting environment, Tweeting about a goal 
even a few minutes after it happens can seem old news.   

Captions are increasingly becoming important for OTT clips, 
not just to improve accessibility for the viewing audience, 
but also to comply with FCC regulations. The 21st Century 
Communications and Video Accessibility Act (CVAA) requires 
that on-line video clips of programming that originally aired 
with captions be posted with captions as well. The final phase 
of the regulation roll-out requires that clip of all live and 
near-live captioned programming have captions within 12 
hours of posting beginning in July, 2017 [4]. Since most live 
programming is captioned in real time, and captions are typi-
cally inserted into the video signals as one of the last steps in 
the studio workflow, the best way to ensure that captions are 
properly included with the files used to generate OTT content 
is by capturing the finished broadcast signal on the way out 
of the production studio.     
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An automated QC process can flag any captions that need  
to be reworked. Caption timing can also be adjusted by a 
fixed amount for each clip, or an automated process can 
align captions accurately to spoken words by using voice 
analysis tools.  

Once the clips have been edited and labeled, they need to be 
prepared for OTT distribution. There are two possible ways 
of doing this: one is to do the trans coding and ABR (Adaptive 
Bit Rate) packaging before uploading the files. The other is 
to rely on downstream partners to accept high-quality files 
that conform to industry standards as inputs and process 
them using tools within each OTT distributor network. Given 
the wide variety of different formats and encoding “rules-of-
thumb,” it is probably too much to ask for the clip creation 
system to have all the necessary tools and options available 
to generate every possible format, especially because these 
requirements can change over time with little or no warning. 
Using a widely accepted, high quality form at (H.264 with AAC 
audio), files can be delivered to the OTT partners where they 
can be converted into whatever formats are required.  

Conclusion
Creating clips for OTT content delivery can be simp lified  and 
streamlined by employing software tools that ar e  specifi-
cally designed for the task.  Through the us e of as- run and 
rundown files produced by automation and  newsroom 
computer systems, the process of identifyi ng  clip start and 
stop points with frame-accurate timi ng can  be achieved. 
Using this process to edit high-qualit y  recordings that have 
been made of the actual broadc ast  ensures that all of the 
content elements are presen t,  including graphics, captions 
and related data.  Aut omated  systems can seamlessly stich 
together multiple segm ents  (eliminating commercial breaks) 
and create metadata needed for proper cataloging by OTT 
distribution  partners.  
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